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now you see me has a lot of things it doesn't have: in addition to the strange name
and a supernatural hook, it's unremarkably styled with a thriller's over-the-top action,
not a magician's showmanship. this allows each of the individual tricksters to
develop a full arc and the character development is swift, well-motivated, and
broadly played. the other thing it doesn't have is numerous nods and self-references;
with the exception of eisenberg's character, who could be a version of robert downey
jr.'s tony stark, everyone is real and plausible as a character. it's especially
convenient that the screenplay is written by jon and erich hoeber who wrote the last
two x-men films. eisenberg is first introduced as a preening, vaguely unpleasant
comedian who's been living with a new girlfriend. his purpose is to be the horseman
of black magic. after the robbery he discovers, at their address, a new job. but first
he wants to help out. eisenberg is the best-proportioned of the four and it's easy to
see how the horseman of black magic is the one he would choose. sleight of hand in
this movie is important; it seems to be done in a more elegant manner than we're
used to. what the film makes of it is that the feats, while stunning, are still essentially
sleight of hand. when you look closely at them, what you see is the magician trying
to distract the audience by covering up a fake. much of the film is taken up with such
a distraction and it is, after all, a distraction that involves magic. the effect is what
appears on the screen. the film also makes something of the arrogance of the people
who practice magic professionally. when a college-age girl who does magic for a
living says "who here doesn't like a good magic trick?" she is mocked and perhaps
patronized, but the powers of suggestion are pervasive and the film teeters on the
edge of science fiction a bit.
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